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The intent of this publication is to present a written history 
of the first twenty five years of Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. 
This chronological portrayal of the growth of Blue Shield 
is divided into chapters concurrent with the administration 
of the five physicians who have held the office of President. 
The historical information contained in this book has been 
gathered from official records, along with impressions of 
individuals long associated with the Plan. Personal in-
terviews have been recorded and permanently stored in the 
Plan's archives. 
Gratefully acknowledged are invaluable contributions by 
Drs. Russell B. Carson and W. Dean Steward, past presi-
dents of Blue Shield; Dr. Warren Quillian, current president; 
H. A. Schroder, retired Executive Vice President of Blue 
Shield; his successor, J . W . Herbert, Executive Vice Presi-
dent and W. J . Stansell, Senior Vice President. 
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I l~{~l~Prl1ION 
Bi1·th «)f Bl11e Shield in Flo1·ida 
In 1944 and 1945, during the hectic days of World War II, 
there was conceived the idea of a voluntary program to 
enable Floridians to prepay for the services of physicians. 
In the midst of wartime restrictions, government priorities 
and an extreme shortage of physicians for civilian care, the 
medical profession found time to consider a growing public 
demand for a prepayment program that would assure them 
of the best medical care available when needed. At the time 
the Florida Medical Service Corporation - later to become 
Blue Shield of Florida, Inc., in 1951 - officially began 
operation on June 20, 1946, the country was in the throes 
of recovery and readjustment from an economy committed 
to total war effort. 
Response to an Emergency 
In 1944, Leigh F. Robinson, M.D., of Fort Lauderdale, a past 
president of the Florida Medical Association, recognized an 
awakening public interest in the availability of adequate 
medical care and an increasing trend toward a federally 
sponsored compulsory health insurance program. Anticipat-
ing an increase in demand for improved health care services 
on the part of the public and politicians, stimulated by re-
turning servicemen accustomed to advanced health care 
services without charge in the armed forces, Dr. Robinson, 
as chairman of the Florida Medical Association's Public 
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Relations Committee, recommended to the Association's 
House of Delegates at its 1944 annual meeting that the 
Association: 
Restate its stand against compulsory health insurance; 
Endorse and cooperate with the Florida Hospital Service 
Corporation (Blue Cross), newly sponsored by the Flor-
ida Hospital Association; 
Make a complete study of voluntary health care plans, 
both nonprofit and commercial; and 
Recommend an appropriate type of voluntary medical 
service plan for Florida. 
Although by no means in complete agreement as to the 
wisdom, or necessity, of the proposal, the House of Delegates 
approved the committee's recommendations. To carry them 
out, Association president, John R. Boling, M .D., of Tampa, 
appointed a special committee comprised of Doctors Robin-
son as chairman, Edward Jelks, Jacksonville; and Walter C. 
Jones of Miami, with instructions to: 
Serve in liaison between the Florida Medical Association 
and the newly activated Florida Hospital Service Cor-
poration (Blue Cross); 
Investigate the practicability of the Association sponsor-
ing a voluntary medical service plan for Florida. 
As indicated in the recommendations to the House of 
Delegates, the medical profession's alarm over proposals in 
the Congress to establish federal compulsory health insur-
ance was a primary motivating factor in seeking a countering 
voluntary prepayment program. Chief among these com-
pulsory proposals at this time was the Murray-Wagner-
Dingle bill, openly supported by Florida's Senator Claude 
Pepper. Senator Pepper's unequivocal position in favor of 
some form of a federally sponsored and administered com-
pulsory health care program was frankly presented to the 
Florida Medical Association's President Boling during a 
conference with the Senator in Washington, D. C. Sister 
Loretto Mary, Administrator of St. Joseph's Hospital in 
Tampa and a member of the Blue Shield Board of Directors 
from the beginning, recalls that Senator Pepper was con-
vinced that there was no question but that this country 
would eventually have government medicine. He assured 
Dr. Boling that although it may not come today, or in five 
years from today, or in ten years, in the future of this 
country the people will see governmental medicine.1 
Preliminary Preparations 
Following a year's intensive study, which included visits to 
medical service benefit Plans already in operation in other 
states, the special committee recommended to the Florida 
Medical Association Board of Governors in February, 1945, 
that immediate action be taken to: 2 
Sponsor a nonprofit voluntary prepaid health care plan 
for Florida as a sister plan to the newly organized Florida 
Hospital Service Corporation (Blue Cross); 
Prepare a proposed Enabling Act for presentation to the 
1945 session of the Florida State Legislature; 
Develop an inhospital surgical and obstetrical contract, 
with allowances for related radiology, pathology and 
anesthesia services, patterned after the contracts of the 
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Massachusetts and Michigan Blue Shield Plans; and 
Adopt a service benefit provision with income limits of 
$2,000 per year for a single person, and $3,000 for a 
family. 3 
In the opinion of the committee, implementing the rec-
ommended procedures would provide much needed im-
provement in public relations for the medical profession in 
Florida, answer the growing public demand for prepaid 
health insurance, and combat the increasing trend toward 
compulsory health insurance. 
The Board of Governors approved the recommendations 
and instructed the committee to draft plans for the organiza-
tion of the Plan, and to join with the Florida Hospital 
Service Corporation in obtaining the necessary enabling 
legislation at the 1945 session of the Florida State Legisla-
ture. 
Enabling Act 
The Florida Hospital Service Corporation began operating 
in 1944 under an existing Florida statute which the Attorney 
General ruled to be inapplicable to statewide operation. 
Consequently, in order for both the hospital service and 
medical service plans to operate throughout the state, the 
1 Senator Pepper was unsuccessful in his bid for reelection to the Senate in 
1950, but returned to the Congress as a member of the House of Repre-
sentatives in 1963. 
2 The committee reported directly to the Board of Governors because gov-
ernment wartime restrictions prohibited a meeting of the House of 
Delegates in 1945. 
3 A service benefit provision, fundamental to a service benefit contract, 
provides that subscribers whose incomes are below a designated level 
shall have covered physician services paid in full. The Blue Shield partici-
pating physician agrees to accept the allowances listed in the schedule as 
his full payment in these cases. 
Florida Medical Association and the Florida Hospital As-
sociation sponsored the necessary enabling legislation. The 
primary responsibility for drafting a bill for submission to 
the 1945 state legislature was assigned to H. Plant Osborne of 
Jacksonville, legal counsel for the Florida Hospital Service 
Corporation. Osborne later was to become legal counsel for 
the Florida Medical Service Corporation also a member of 
that Plan's Board of Directors. 
Considerable opposition was encountered, primarily from 
commercial insurance interests, and it was not until the 
closing moments of the session that the bill was finally 
passed. Credit for convincing a sufficient number of legisla-
tors of the need for voluntary programs for the prepayment 
of hospital and medical care in Florida is due physicians, 
hospital administrators and trustees, and other numerous 
individuals, but special credit must go to Mr. Osborne and 
Dr. Edward Jelks, who led the legislative battle. The bill 
passed the legislature and became a law without the gov-
ernor's signature on June 11, 1945. Invaluable assistance 
within the legislature was provided by the chairman of the 
insurance committee of the House of Representatives, the 
Honorable Loomis Leedy, Sr., of Orlando. 
Organizational Activities 
In October, 1945, upon the recommendation of the special 
committee of the Florida Medical Association, the Associa-
tion's Board of Governors authorized a temporary Board of 
Directors for the proposed medical service benefit plan. 
The temporary Board was instructed to procure a charter; 
draft by-laws and a schedule of allowances for the approval 
of the Board of Governors; establish a working agreement 
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with the Florida Hospital Service Corporation for the ad-
ministration of the Plan; and obtain the necessary finances 
required by the state insurance department before operations 
could begin. 
Florida Medical Association President Boling appointed 
as the temporary Board of Directors: 
President . .. . . Leigh F . Robinson, M .D., Fort Lauderdale 
Vice President . . ..... . .. Walter C. Jones, M.D., Miami 
Secretary .. . .... . . . . . E. D. Solomon, D .D., J acksonville 
Treasurer .. . . ... .. Frederick J. Waas, M .D ., J acksonville 
Asst. Treasurer . . .. . . Wm. McL. Shaw, M.D., J acksonville 
Dewey A. Dye Bradenton 
R. B . Harkness, M.D. Lake City 
Duncan McEwan, M .D. Orlando 
Walter C. Payne, M.D. Pensacola 
Eugene G. Peek, M.D. Ocala 
William M. Rowlett, M .D. Tampa 
Sister Loretto Mary Tampa 
Harrison A. Walker, M .D. Miami 
Herman Watson, M.D. Lakeland 
(Mrs.) Mildred White Wells DeLand 
Herbert E. White, M.D. St. Augustine 
Formidable problems and mountainous detail demanded 
the immediate attention of the temporary Board. Heading 
the list was the thankless, time-consuming task of raising 
the required initial capital, which had been set by the state 
insurance commission at a minimum of $20,000. Citing 
policy and principle, the Board of Governors of the Florida 
Medica l Association declined to underwrite the venture. 
They suggested that, instead, small loans be obtained from 
a sufficient number of individual physicians to raise the 
necessary funds. Although receiving support and assistance 
from fellow board members in instances, virtually the full 
load of this onerous task fell to Dr. Robinson. Stumping the 
state for weeks at his own expense, he managed to obtain 
pledges of $20,762 in noninterest bearing loans from in-
dividual physicians and a few county medical societies. 
With the assistance of attorney H . Plant Osborne, the 
Board drafted and submitted a proposed charter and by-
laws to the Circuit Court in and for Duval County. A 
charter was granted the Florida Medical Service Corpora-
tion by Judge Bayard B. Shields on January 11, 1946, 
following prior approval by the state insurance commis-
sioner. 
In February, 1946, the Florida Medical Association Board 
of Governors approved the proposals and recommendations 
of the temporary Board of Directors of the medical service 
benefit Plan, including the charter and by-laws. At the same 
time it concurred, with reservations, in accepting the pro-
posed surgical and obstetrical contract, patterned after those 
of the Massachusetts and Michigan Blue Shield Plans, with 
its accompanying schedule of allowances with service benefit 
income limits of $2,000 per year for one person, $3,000 for a 
family. 
Also approved was an organizational pattern similar to 
existing Blue Shield Plans in other states and to that of the 
Florida Hospital Service Corporation, with whom a working 
agreement had been reached for the administration of the 
Florida Medical Service Plan. These actions of the Board 
af Governors were confirmed by the Association's House of 
Delegates in April, 1946. 
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Officially in Business 
On June 14, 1946, authorization for the Florida Medical 
Service Corporation to begin business was received from the 
state insurance commissioner. On June 20, 1946, the tem-
porary Board of Directors convened in Jacksonville for the 
specific purpose of selecting a permanent Board for the new 
corporation. The following directors were elected to stag-
gered terms: 
W. E. Arnold 
John R. Boling, M.D. 
Marion Gaines 
Edward Jelks, M.D. 
Walter C. Jones, M.D. 
Adm. C. D. Leffler 
Duncan McEwan, M.D. 
C. Dewitt Miller 
Walter C. Payne, M.D. 
Eugene G. Peek, M.D. 
J. N . Pound. M.D. 
William M. Rowlett, M.D. 
Leigh F . Robinson, M.D. 
Sister Loretto Mary 
Frederick J . Waas, M.D. 
Herman Watson, M.D. 
(Mrs. ) Mildred White Wells 
Herbert E . White, M.D. 
Immediately the new Board 
following officers: 
Leigh F. Robinson, M.D. 
Walter C. Jones, M.D. 
Jacksonville 
Tampa 
Pensacola 
Jacksonville 
Miami 
Orlando 
Orlando 
Pensacola 
Ocala 
Tallahassee 
Tampa 
Fort Lauderdale 
Tampa 
Jacksonville 
Lakeland 
DeLand 
St. Augustine 
convened and elected 
President 
First Vice President 
the 
Sister Loretto Mary Second Vice President 
Herbert E. White, M.D. Secretary 
Frederick J. Waas, M .D . Treasurer 
Edward Jelks, M.D. Assistant Treasurer 
The new Board also elected an executive committee com-
posed of Sister Loretto Mary, and Doctors Robinson, Jones, 
McEwan and Waas. H. A. Cross, executive director of the 
Florida Hospital Service Corporation, was appointed to 
serve in this same ca pacity for the Florida Medical Service 
Corporation. 
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plan. Yet, in the early stages especially, the 
most aggressive opposition, often accompa-
nied by bitter recriminations, came from the 
medical profession. Prima rily due to mis-
understanding and misinformation, suspi-
cion and mistrust abounded. 
In Florida, ineffective communication be-
tween the Plan and the medical profession 
threa tened to destroy the program before 
it had the opportunity to demonstrate its 
feasibility and its value to physician and 
public. 
Administrative Advantages 
Although beset by thorny problems that 
threatened the survival of the fledgling or-
ganization, administrative headaches were 
relatively minor as the officers and directors 
launched the new corporation into the un-
charted waters of prepayment for the ser-
vices of physicians. Administration of the 
medical service benefit plan had been con-
tracted with the Florida Hospital Service 
Corporation, to be handled in conjunction 
with similar services for the hospital service 
benefit plan. Enrollment, claims processing, 
billing, accounting, record keeping and 
other administrative procedures were to be LEIGH F. ROBINSON, M.D. 
High among the causes for dissatisfaction 
of physicians with their own Plan was that 
services normally performed by many of 
them were not covered under the severely limited contract. 
The Plan, however, had little choice. Lack of actuarial data 
in this new field demanded that coverage necessarily be 
limited to inhospital surgical and obstetrical procedures, 
with correspondingly restricted coverage for their related 
radiology, pathology and anesthesia services, until more 
experience had been a ttained. The cost of providing benefits 
for these services could be predicted with some degree of 
dependability. Because of inadequa te information and un-
warranted conclusion, some physicians found themselves in 
the contradictory position of opposing the service benefit 
principle while at the same time protesting their ineligibility 
to participate in the program. 
performed by Blue Cross personnel, utilizing Blue Cross 
facilities and equipment. 
By 1946, the Florida Hospital Service Corporation had 
had two years experience in the operation of a service 
benefit plan. For Blue Shield, this virtually eliminated the 
early growing pains and organizational problems and per-
mitted concentration on those problems peculiar to this yet 
experimental and controversial venture. Florida Blue Cross, 
however, was at this time having its own critical financial 
wornes. 
Major Problems 
The Blue Shield principle of paid-in-full benefits for low 
income subscribers was - and is - heralded as the doctors' 
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Most frequently voiced objections were those purportedly 
based on attitudes and philosophy. The reluctance on the 
part of physicians to embrace the idea of a voluntary meth-
od for prepaying the cost of medical care had been apparent 
in the discussions and decisions of the Florida Medical 
Association's Board of Governors and House of Delegates 
before giving less than unequivocal approval to a medical 
service benefit plan in Florida. High on the list of criticisms 
was the fear of third party interjection into the confidential 
relationship between physician and patient. This danger, 
in the minds of many physicians, was greater from a service 
benefit prepayment plan than from an indemnity type cov-
erage beginning to be available through commercial insur-
ance companies. To many of them, the threat of federal 
compulsory health insurance was remote and even im-
probable, and far less ominous than an organization which 
could determine the maximum fee they would be able to 
charge certain classifications of their patients. 
The qualified endorsement of the Blue Shield service 
benefit philosophy by the Florida Medical Association and 
the relationship between the Association and the Florida 
Blue Shield were stressed by President Robinson in his 
farewell address to the active members on April 25, 1954, 
when he said: 
"It is well for all of us to clearly understand the relation-
ship between the Florida Medical Association and Florida 
Blue Shield. The Florida Medical Association has on re-
peated occasions defined its position as to voluntary pre-
paid health plans. As late as 1953, the Board of Governors 
stated that the Florida Medical Association approved in 
principle all voluntary prepaid health plans whether they 
were commercial or nonprofit like Blue Shield, but would 
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not recommend any one particular plan. I mention this 
fact in order to clear up in the minds of anyone that might 
think that Blue Shield is a branch of the Florida Medical 
Associati6n. As stated above, Blue Shield was incorporated 
separately and independently of the Florida Medical As-
sociation, and was financed by private voluntary loans 
from doctors with no pressure of any kind from the 
Florida Medical Association, which as already stated, 
have all been repaid. 1 Blue Shield is, therefore, on an 
equal footing with the commercial companies and must 
meet competition on her own grounds." 
The belated entry of commercial insurance companies into 
the health insurance field, of which Doctor Robinson spoke, 
increased the hesitancy of some physicians to accept the 
service benefit principle. In spite of the earlier reluctance of 
commercial carriers to underwrite the costs of illness, and 
their contention that hospital and medical expenses were 
not insurable risks, numerous physicians now advocated that 
health insurance be left solely in the hands of insurance 
people. To have taken this course would have meant that the 
physician had no voice in the type and the extent of cov-
erage available to his patient. Likewise, it would undoubt-
edly have meant an inflexible indemnity coverage which 
was likely to be inadequate and which would react slowly 
to a changing economy. 
To complicate matters further and to add to the prevailing 
uneasiness as to the wisdom of this new venture, the Florida 
Hospital Service Corporation was facing a financial situa-
tion sufficiently serious to cause the state insurance com-
missioner to consider closing the hospital service benefit 
1 All loans were repaid in full in 1951. 
plan (Blue Cross). Fortunately, at this time Florida Blue 
Cross selected H. A. Schroder of New Orleans, Louisiana, 
as its executive director. In view of Schroder's experience 
as a former banker and ten years in an executive capacity 
with the New Orleans Blue Cross Plan, the commissioner 
granted additional time for him to restore the Plan to a 
so.und financial basis. 
Schroder was then designated to serve also as the execu-
tive director for the struggling Florida Medical Service Cor-
poration (Blue Shield). It is of interest that Schroder took 
office on September 1, 1946, the effective date of the first 
Florida Blue Shield contract. 
The administrative staff was further strengthened just 
two years later, in September, 1948, when J. W. Herbert 
took charge of Blue Cross and Blue Shield enrollment in 
Florida. Herbert, now executive vice president of Florida 
Blue Shield and president of Florida Blue Cross, previously 
had been manager of the National Enrollment Department 
of the Chicago Blue Cross Plan. At this time enrollment in 
both service benefit plans had been dropping off with many 
groups transferring to commercial coverage. Through re-
organization of the enrollment department and expansion 
of the field force, Herbert was able to reverse the trend and 
steer both Plans into a course of continuously increasing 
enrollment. 
First Contract 
As previously noted, the coverage provided by the first 
contract was necessarily restricted. The unavailability of 
adequate actuarial information combined with meager op-
erating and reserve capital made it advisable to limit cover-
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age, for the time being, to inhospital surgery and obstetrical 
care, along with their related x-ray, pathology, and anes-
thesia services, for which the cost of providing benefits 
could be predicted with a reasonable degree of dependa-
bility. The only additional coverage provided was up to $25 
for emergency care in the outpatient department of a hospital 
within 24 hours following an accident. 
Although the first contract did not specify coverage for 
minor surgery and obstetrical services outside a hospital, 
provision for their payment were included in the original 
schedule of allowances, which bears an effective date of 
July 1, 1946. No benefits were available for accompanying 
radiological, pathological or anesthesia services outside a 
hospital. 
The first contract contained a service benefit provision 
that guaranteed payment in full for covered services by 
participating physicians for a single person whose annual 
income did not exceed $2,000, $3,000 for a family. Maximum 
benefits for covered procedures were according to a sched-
ule of allowances listing some 266 surgical procedures, a 
maximum of $10 per procedure for anesthesia (based on 
time ) and a radiology schedule of some 38 procedures for 
services in connection with an inhospital surgical procedure, 
including obstetrical delivery. The maximum payment for 
all services during any one hospital admission was $150. 
Maternity benefits were listed among the surgical procedures 
at the indemnity benefits of $50 for normal delivery, $100 
for delivery by cesarean section. No benefits were payable 
for prenatal or postnatal care. 
Among specific limitations were: 
a waiting period of three months for tonsillectomies 
and/or adenoidectomies; 
a waiting period of ten months for maternity benefits 
for the wife only under a family contract; 
an upper age limit of 65 for unemployed applicants; and 
payment for the services of a nonparticipating pnysician 
for emergency care only. 
The thorough study and remarkable foresight of the 
drafters of the original contract is evident in the list of 
exclusions. They vary only slightly from those found in 
many of the latest Blue Shield contracts. Included are those 
standby exclusions of: hospital care, private duty nursing, 
occupational injuries, services received at no cost to the 
subscriber, services resulting from engagement in war or 
police duty, care received in a rest home or similar institu-
tion, and services primarily diagnostic in nature. 
The first contracts were sold only to individuals through 
groups at a rate of 80 cents per month for one person and 
$2.00 per month for family coverage, which included the 
spouse and all unmarried dependent children. 
First New Contract 
On January 1, 1950, a new contract known as the Series 7 
became effective, to be replaced in turn by the Type "J" 
contract iri August, 1952. Although designated as new con-
tracts, both were primarily expansions of the original con-
tract sporting new names. They consolidated into the 
contracts new or expanded benefits and other changes 
already being provided by riders. 
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First Benefit Increases 
The first significant increase in benefits came in April, 1948, 
with the addition of coverage for multiple unrelated surgical 
procedures during the same hospital admission. In such 
multiple procedures, the benefit for each separate service 
being determined by its scheduled allowances, with the 
total maximum payment being retained at $150, the same 
as for a single procedure. 
Then in January 1950 appeared the first major addition 
to the benefit pattern with the addition of benefits for in-
hospital medical care. This change not only provided greatly 
increased coverage for the subscriber through payment for 
physician services not previously covered, it also softened 
controversies and lessened professional opposition that 
threatened to scuttle the Plan before it had an opportunity 
to become stabilized and actuarially healthy. 
It was obvious, however, even to avid critics of the Plan 
and proponents of expanded coverage, that inhospital med-
ical care benefits could not be provided without an increase 
in rate sufficient to meet the added claims cost. In anticipa-
tion of the need for greater income, rates were increased, 
effective January 1, 1950, to $1.10 per month for a one person 
contract, $2.70 per month for family coverage. 
Following the addition of coverage for inhospital medical 
care, and other modifications which soon followed , the en-
rollment gap between Florida Blue Shield and its earlier 
starting companion Plan, Florida Blue Cross, began to 
close. The appeal of the Plan increased substantially with 
the addition of the following contract improvements on 
August 1, 1952: 
• The maximum payment for covered medical or surgical 
expenses (excluding maternity) was upped from $150 
to $250 per hospital admission; 
• Medical benefits were increased from 28 to 50 visits per 
contract year with a maximum payment of $250; 
• Medical care allowances were increased from $5.00 per 
day beginning on the fourth day to $7.50 beginning on 
the third day and $5.00 per day thereafter, benefits were 
added for intensive medical care for myocardial infarc-
tion and diabetic coma of up to $50 for the first three 
days and $5.00 per day thereafter up to the contract 
limits; Obstetrical care (normal delivery) for other 
than an inpatient in a hospital was added; 
• Coverage for the correction of congenital anomalies 
was added; 
• Also added were benefits for x-ray therapy for proven 
malignancies; and 
• There was an increase in the allowance for covered 
anesthesia services to 15 percent of the surgical fee, 
with a minimum payment of $10.00, maximum of $37.50. 
Nongroup Enrollment 
In keeping with the stated objective and principle of Blue 
Shield to provide communitywide opportunity for all resi-
dents of the state to obtain health care protection, enroll-
ment was opened in early 1950 to individuals for whom 
group enrollment was not available. This was a significant 
landmark in Plan progress and development. 
In the beginning, the same Series 7 contract used for 
groups was offered nongroup subscribers, identical in bene-
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fits and rates but with applicants accepted on the basis of 
information submitted in a health information questionnaire. 
No physical examination was required and certification by 
a physician was required only for questionable conditions. 
Other special provisions included the exclusion of preexist-
ing conditions, an upper age limit of 65 and an enrollment 
fee of $1.00. 
Nongroup enrollment was first offered in four selected 
areas of the state for a limited time. The enthusiastic ac-
ceptance of the program in these areas, plus an early indica-
tion that the coverage would prove to be actuarially sound, 
led to statewide continuous open enrollment of nongroup 
applicants at the close of 1951. 
In August, 1952, the Type "F" contract was developed 
exclusively for nongroup subscribers. It was written to con-
form to the language and benefit pattern of the Type "J" 
contract used for groups and for direct payment subscribers 
converted from group coverage or transferred from other 
Plans, but incorporating the specific nongroup restrictions. 
Other Outstanding Achievements 
Developing out of the sporadic, frequently stormy, progress 
of the Robinson administration were numerous advance-
ments in addition to benefit expansions: 
June 25, 1947 - the establishment, at the request of 
Florida Blue Shield, of a fee schedule committee by the 
Florida Medical Association; 
June 25, 1947 - joining the Associated Medical Care 
Plans, which was to be designated the National Associa-
tion of Blue Shield Plans in 1960; 
In 1948 - the establishment of the first claims commit-
tee;! 
April 10, 1949 - first meeting of Plan active members in 
conjunction with the annual meeting of the Florida Medi-
cal Association at Bellaire; 
April 22, 1951 - name of the Plan officially changed from 
the Florida Medical Service Corporation to Blue Shield of 
Florida, Inc.; 
May 19, 1951 - Florida Blue Shield joined with Florida 
Blue Cross in the dedication of their new home office 
building at 532 Riverside Avenue, J acksonville.2 
End of a Tumultuous Era 
At the annual meeting of Florida Blue Shield on April 25, 
1954, Dr. Robinson announced to the active members that 
he wished to be relieved of the responsibilities of the presi-
dency. This brought to a close the distinguished first 
administration of Florida Blue Shield by a dedica ted physi-
cian whose interest in a prepayment program for medical 
care in Florida had begun more than ten years before. 
In his farewell address, Dr. Robinson reviewed the ac-
tivities that preceded the beginning of the Florida Medical 
Service Corporation, which had then become Blue Shield, 
summarized the progress of the first eight years of the Plan, 
and offered recommendations for future consideration. To 
portray more graphically the dramatic growth and develop-
ment of the Plan in a short period, he presented a statistical 
year by year tabulation of subscriber membership, claims 
costs and additions to reserves: 
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1 The Claims Committee is made up of a group of physicians representing 
the va riou s medical specia lties. They meet regularly to review m ed ically 
complex claims needing individual consideration for equitable payment 
decisions. 
Samuel M. Day, M.D. acted as Blue Shield's medical consultant for a 
number of years. His official duties in the Florida Medical Associat ion 
required him to give up these responsibilities for a time but he returned 
to his former position with Blue Shield in August , 1966. In his absence 
Ensor R. Dunsford , M.D. filled this pos ition.. 
2 Although used jointly as headquarters by Florida Blue Cross and Florida 
Blue Shield , ownership of the physical plant remained ·solely with Florida 
Blue Cross until January 1, 1970 at which time a joint ownership of the 
physical facilities was agreed upon . 
Operations 1946 to Date 
The first contract of the new Medical Service Corporationwas written in August, 1946. Since that time the growth has 
been phenomenal as shown by the following table: 
As of December 
31st 
1946 
1947 
1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
Eight year total 
Members 
Enrolled 
2,919 
36,402 
81,270 
150,502 
203,783 
216,689 
270,012 
336,438 
Cost Incurred 
Claims 
$ 1,479.50 
90,286.54 
315,731.76 
750,051.95 
1,324,988.16 
1,473,840.20 
1,843,118.57 
2,469,335.88 
$8,268,832.56 
The encouraging Plan growth dudng Dr. Robinson's ad-
ministration is apparent in the following comparisons: 
May 31, 1947 Dec. 31, 1953 
Subscription income1 $41,110.70 $3,179,051.39 
Claims Cost 12,119.50 2,469,335.88 
During this period the percent of gross income used for 
operating expenses steadily declines: 
December 31, 1946 - 42 percent; 
March 31, '1947 - 27.4 percent; 
May 31, 1947 - 21.1 percent; 
December 31, 1953 - 11.78 percent. 
The treasurer's report for the first year of operation, 
ending May 31, 1947, depicts the courage and conviction 
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Increase/ Decrease 
In Reserves Reserves 
$ 671.46 er. $ 671.46 er. 
35,769.60 
43,870.53 
158.75 
147,113.75 
405,374.99 
409,737.49 
365,346.87 
$1,406,700.52 
of those early leaders who had the 
in the face of these meager assets. 
Total capital paid in2 
Other receipts and earned income 
Tota l receipts 
Total disbursements 
Cash in bank on 5/ 31/ 47 
35,098.14 
78,968.67 
79,127.42 
226,241.17 
631,616.16 
1,041,353.65 
1,406,700.52 
confidence to continue 
$20,762.00 
41,110.70 
61,872.70 
22,627.59 
$39,245.11 
1 The initial capital of $20,762 was loaned by individual Florida physicians 
and a few county medical societies without interest. It was repaid in full 
in 1951. 
2 Subscription income w;,s not recorded separately in this first treasurer's 
report but the amount of other receipts and earned income matches that 
l isted elsewhere as subscription income, and there is no record of income 
other than from subscription fees. 
Doctor Robinson reminded his fellow members that Florida 
Blue Shield, although sponsored and working closely with 
the Florida Medical Association, was a separate entity, and 
that the basic philosophy of medical service plans was the 
reason one was desperately needed in Florida., Doctor 
Robinson said: 
"During the entire period of operation, your Board of 
Directors have worked on the philosophy that the sub-
scriber is our first and last responsibility .. . . Your Board 
of Directors have tried to follow this philosophy. We have 
emphasized to the profession that Blue Shield is not an 
agency to insure payment of doctor bills nor to insure him 
against bad accounts. Blue Shield's primary objective 
must be to insure the subscriber for adequate medical 
care at a price he can afford to pay. We believe that our 
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policies are sound and realistic and responsible for what-
ever success our Plan has enjoyed. We also believe that 
continued adherence to these policies will insure future 
growth." 
In closing, Dr. Robinson called attention to yet unsolved 
problems needing immediate attention. He suggested the 
development of multiple contracts with different income 
levels for service benefits, with appropriate rates and sched-
ules of allowances; that medical services be covered wherever 
rendered; that serious consideration be given to the merging 
of Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue Cross into one 
corporation, although the present relationship between the 
two Plans was congenial and cooperative; and that policies 
and procedures must be developed which would permit 
Florida Blue Shield to participate in national accounts, in-
cluding a provision for paying for the services of osteopaths. 
I I I 111~-I~\: Ujl: \'"11I()~ 
r11hc l\llm•phey Administ1·ation 1954-1955 
President's Viewpoint benevolence on our parts." In discussing 
the status of the Plan and future considera-
tions, Dr. Murphey said, " . .. increasing 
the schedule of allowances and the service 
income levels (in Blue Shield Contracts) is 
a definite mistake, as is the covering of 
minor surgical procedures." 
Accomplishments 
When David R. Murphey, Jr. M.D., was 
selected by the Board of Directors as the 
Plan's president on April 25, 1954, it ad-
vanced into the top executive position a 
Board member of three years service with 
ideas and conviction regarding the Plan 
somewhat at variance with certain existing 
policies and procedures. His selection for 
the presidency indicates a high degree of 
concurrence with his views and no major 
opposition by the Board members. More-
over, his basic attitude and philosophy 
toward the major objectives of medical pre-
payment in Florida unquestionably con- DAVID R. MURPHEY, JR., M.D. 
Although in office for only one year, one 
of the most significant changes affecting the 
Plan's stability and stimulating its future 
progress was approved just prior to the end 
of Dr. Murphey's term as president. Up to 
this time, much of the difficulty in con-
sistent and serene operation of the Plan 
curred with that of many members of the medical profession 
at that time. 
His health condition permitted him to serve but one year 
as president, however, and provided insufficient time for 
him to develop his ideas and to put his concept of Florida 
Blue Shield into operation. His plans for the organization 
are revealed in his annual report when he announced to the 
active members on April 6, 1955, that conditions of health 
made it inadvisable for him to continue as president. 
In his report, he advised the members that, in his opinion, 
although Blue Shield had been founded for the benefit of 
low income citizens of Florida, the prime motivating factor 
was "self preservation (for doctors) and not a spirit of 
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had been due to the random selection of active members, 
many of whom were inadequately informed, often not 
sufficiently interested, to be able to make intelligent and 
constructive decisions. This situation was corrected to an 
extraordinary degree by designating the members of the 
House of Delegates of the Florida Medical Association to 
be the active physician members of Florida Blue Shield. 
Such action required a charter amendment approved by the 
state insurance commissioner. 
Other progressive actions accomplished during this ab-
breviated administration included: Board approval of in-
demnifying subscribers directly for up to 75 percent of the 
scheduled allowance for covered services rendered by a 
nonparticipating physician, including osteopaths; and 20 
percent of the surgica l allowance for the services of a neces-
sary surgical assistant, with such assistant's allowance being 
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deducted from the surgical allowance, the total payment not 
to exceed the maximum scheduled allowance for that pro-
cedure. 
I\T Sr't: U\11,JIZ,L Vl1 l()X 
rl1hc ('ia1·st,11 Adn1inist1·ation 1955-1963 
mittee of Seventeen. The dramatic im-
provement in relationship and understand-
ing between the Plan and its participating 
physicians accelerated the growth and de-
velopment of the Plan. Through its ability 
to keep the· Florida Medical Association in-
formed and to coordinate Blue Shield pro-
posals, the Committee of Seventeen cleared 
the way for contract expansion and numer-
ous other improvements previously impos-
sible. 
Russell B. Carson, M.D., Fort Lauderdale, 
began his presidency of Florida Blue Shield 
on April 6, 1955, faced with a rapidly ex-
panding organization with increasing public 
appeal, but still beset by misunderstanding, 
skepticism and aggressive opposition from 
physicians. Various specialty groups were 
displeased with the lack of provision for 
payment for their particular type of ser-
vices. Heated discussions continued as to 
the advisability of paying benefits to sub-
scribers for the services of osteopaths. Prog-
ress and expansion were hampered by dis-
agreement among physicians as to the need 
and wisdom of additional contracts with RUSSELL B. CARSON, M.D. 
The Committee was represented graphi-
cally and by speciality of the practice of 
medicine in Florida. Many hours, days, 
weeks and months were spent in studying 
different income levels for service benefits even when ac-
companied by an appropriate schedule of allowances. 
Informing the Medical Profession 
Recognizing that Florida Blue Shield could progress, or 
even survive, only through an informed medical profession, 
immediate steps were taken to develop methods of educating 
participating physicians on their own Plan. In September, 
1956, a major step in this direction was taken, comparable 
in its stabilizing effect to that of the earlier action changing 
the method of selecting active physician members. At the 
request of the Florida Blue Shield Board of Directors, the 
Florida Medical Association established a standing Advisory 
Committee to Blue Shield, commonly known as the Com-
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Blue Shield and educating both themselves as a committee 
and other physicians as well. 
Several members of the Committee have been elected to 
serve on the Blue Shield Board after having served on the 
Committee of Seventeen. Such was the case with the Com-
mittee's first Chairman, Henry J. Babers, Jr., M.D. 
To pursue further the obvious advantage of an informed 
and cooperative medical profession, a Physician Relations 
Department was established in 1956 and aggressively de-
veloped in 1957. A major function of this new department 
then under the administrative staff direction of W. Joe 
Stansell, was, and still is, to provide direct personal service 
to participating physicians. As rapidly as qualified personnel 
could be obtained, field representatives were located in 
various branch offices throughout the state so that assistance 
and information would be readily available to all participat-
ing physicians. One of the new department's first projects 
was the publication and distribution of a Participating 
Physician's Manual to provide doctors and their office staffs 
a ready reference on Blue Shield contract benefits, sched-
ules of allowances, correct procedures for submission of 
claims and other information. 
As early as August, 1956, the Physician Relations Depart-
ment published its first issue of News Notes, a newsletter 
approach to providing systematic and consistent communica-
tion between the Plan and its participating physicians. 
Timely assistance to the professional educational program 
came from the national level in the form of a comprehensive 
definition and characterization of Blue Shield. President 
Carson presented this definition to the active members at 
the 1961 annual meeting. It states: 
"Blue Shield is a nonprofit community service, designed to 
provide economic security against the cost of necessary 
medical care. Created and sponsored by the medical 
profession, Blue Shield represents a collective contribution 
of participating physicians to the welfare of their com-
munities. The policies and the services of Blue Shield are 
guided by physicians and civic leaders without compensa-
tion as trustees or directors of Blue Shield's member Plans 
throughout the United States. 
"Blue Shield serves all segments of the community -
not just those who have the most favorable economic 
and health status. Blue Shield continuously seeks to 
equate its benefit payment to the normal charge of physi-
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cians, in order to assure the patient that his benefits will 
meet the cost of covered services. Blue Shield members 
have the right to continue their enrollment for life, re-
gardless of age, health or work status." 
Policy and Procedure Advancements 
As the medical profession became better informed on the 
philosophy, principles, objectives and requirements of Flor-
ida Blue Shield, numerous long-sought policy and opera-
tional changes became possible. Of these, one of the most 
progressive was the establishment of a Joint Liaison Com-
mittee with Florida Blue Cross, an essential step in efficient 
coordination of the operation and coverages of the companion 
Plans. 
In the contract benefits area stabilizing and progressive 
changes included: 
Payment to the subscriber for covered services rendered 
by dentists, podiatrists and osteopaths; 
Underwriting national accounts on a service benefit basis 
whenever possible; 
Removal, in 1959, of the 65-year age limit for nongroup 
applicants, with acceptance subject to cautious medical 
underwriting; 
Changes in service income limits to be made only upon 
approval by the active members - April 6, 1957. 
Additional changes not directly related to the benefit 
pattern aided the smooth and efficient operation of the 
Plan: 
Annual meeting of the active members to coincide with 
the annual meeting of the Florida Medical Association; 
Nominations for physician members of the Board of Di-
rectors may be made from the floor at the Plan's annual 
meeting without prior approval by the Board of Governors 
of the Florida Medical Association; 
The executive director to be a voting member of the Board 
of Directors. 
Improvements in Coverage 
From the beginning, a predominant policy of the Carson 
administration was to expand the coverage that could be 
offered subscribers. This took the route of improvements in 
existing contracts and the development of new contracts and 
types of programs. 
. In the early days of the period, the existing Type "J" and 
Type "F" contracts were liberalized by providing coverage 
for newborn dependents to begin on the fourteenth instead 
of the ninetieth day, and increasing the time limit for 
coverage for emergency care following an accident from 24 
hours to 48 hours. In addition, riders were made available 
to groups providing for a variety of coverage beyond that 
contained in the basic contract. 
New Contracts 
Type "A" Contract: After approximately two years in de-
velopment by committees and Boards of Florida Blue Shield 
and the Florida Medical Association, and after surviving 
strenuous opposition by many of the Plan's participating 
physicians, a higher benefit Type "A" contract became 
effective in January, 1959. 
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This new contract, available to groups only, provided 
greater coverage than any existing contract, particularly in 
benefits for medical care. It was accompanied by its own 
schedule of allowances with higher maximum payments and 
numerous procedures not previously covered, with a maxi-
mum total payment of $1,000. It contained such new benefits 
as payment for the services of surgical assistants, pediatric 
care and concurrent or concomitant care. A new innovation 
was a coinsurance for outpatient diagnostic x-rays. The in-
come limits for full service benefits for covered services was 
set at $3,600 per year for one person, $5,000 for a family. 
To provide funds for the increased benefits, higher allow-
ances and additional coverage of the "A" contract, it was 
necessary to set a substantially higher rate than was cur-
rently in force for existing contracts. The individual rates 
submitted through a group were $2.40 per month for a one 
person contract and $7.05 per month for family coverage. 
Blue Shield sales representatives attributed the high rates as 
largely responsible for the cool reception the "A" contract 
received from existing and prospective groups. Employers 
indicated they considered the rates not warranted by the 
benefits provided. 
It was a rocky road for the new contract. In addition to 
failing to please both the medical profession and officials 
responsible for determining group health care coverage, 
ambiguities in the contracts and misinterpretation of con-
tract provisions adversely affected claims administration and 
made acceptance of the "A" contract all the more difficult. 
In spite of its imperfections, physician opposition and 
lack of initial sales appeal, the Type "A" contract marked 
the first major improvement in the original contract. It was 
the breakthrough that led to more acceptable contracts and 
group programs. After more than a decade it is still in force 
in numerous groups and is still available to those groups in-
terested in the type of coverage it provides, which, except 
for minor improvements, remains essentially as it was when 
first introduced in the beginning of 1959. 
Type "K" Contract: First effective in November, 1960, the 
"K" was the first contract in which the schedule of allow-
ances was based on the Florida Medical Association relative 
value scale.1 It permits a total maximum payment of $800 
per admission, with full service benefits to subscribers with 
maximum annual incomes of $3,000 for a one person contract 
and $4,000 for a family. In essence it was an adaptation of 
the low option coverage of the newly enacted Service Benefit 
Plan (Blue Cross and Blue Shield) of the Federal Em-
ployees Health Benefits Program. 
The initial rates were: $1.58 per month for one person 
and $4.94 for a family enrolled through a group; for direct 
payment they were $6.90 per quarter for one person, $18.60 
for family coverage. In March, 1963, there was a moderate 
increase in rates for the "K" contract affecting all but the 
direct payment family contract. 
Type "H" Contract: Concurrently with the participation of 
Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield in the Federal Em-
ployees Health Benefits Program, which became effective 
July 1, 1960, it became necessary to provide a conversion 
contract for subscribers leaving Federal employment. For 
residents of Florida leaving Federal employment and en-
rolled in the Service Benefit Plan of the Federal Employees 
Health Benefits Program, the T ype "H" Blue Shield con-
tract was developed. This contract, still in use, is identical 
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to the Type "K" contract except for a noncancelable pro-
vision required by the U. S. Civil Service Commission, 
necessitating a slightly higher rate, and its restriction to 
former Federal subscribers. 
Merit Rating 
In the beginning of the Blue Shield movement in Florida 
and throughout the country, one of its fundamental princi-
ples was community rating. 1 This required charging identical 
rates to all subscribers covered under the same type of 
contract in a given community, such as the state of Florida. 
In this manner it was possible to spread the risk among 
la rge numbers of subscribers, thus permitting a degree of 
coverage and inclusion of persons that would otherwise be 
actuarially unsound. In fact, it made possible providing 
health care protection for individuals which the commer-
cial insurance industry had declared to be uninsurable. 
However, a~ interest in prepayment for medical care 
mushroomed and became an increasingly popular fringe 
benefit fo:· employees in large groups, employers, labor 
unions and other large organizations began insisting that 
they be rated solely on the basis of their own claims ex-
perience. Commercial carriers, always cautiously selective, 
were eager to provide programs of this type. In fact , they 
are probably largely responsible for introducing the idea 
that larger groups should not have have to help pay for the 
1 Florida Medical Association Value Scale: numerical v alues assigned by 
the Florida Medical Association to p rofessional services based on relation-
ships in difficulty, time and other c rite ria, to an estab lished base. To 
d et ermine the maximum al lowance for covered p rocedures, a dollar con-
version factor is assigned for each type of service (e.g. surgery, medical 
care). 
normally higher utilization by smaller groups and individ-
uals. 
In view of this t rend, it became necessary in 1963 for Blue 
Shield and Blue Cross to meet this competition or be left 
covering only the poorer r isks a t increasingly higher ra tes. 
T o meet the situa tion , Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue 
Cross, with the a pproval of the sta te insurance commissioner , 
made merit (experience) rating ava ilable to franchise 
groups of 100 or more members, later made mandatory for 
groups of 50 and up. 1 
New Programs 
CH A MPUS: On December 8, 1956, Florida Blue Shield 
entered into its first fiscally administered government pro-
gram at the request of the Florida M edical Association. 
Originally known as Medicare, this program was established 
by the Congress to pay for hospital and medical care by 
civilian sources for dependents of members of the uniformed 
services on active duty. It was revised by the Congress in 
1966 to include retired military personnel and their de-
pendents under age 65 at which time it was officially desig-
na ted as CHAMPUS, an abbreviation fo:- Civilian Hospital 
and M edical Program of the Uniformed Services. 
The basic purpose of this program was twofold, to allevi-
a te the pressure of physicians being drafted and to better 
service milita ry dependents not close to military care. 
In 1967, Florida Blue Shield became the direct contract-
ing agent with the Federal government for the administration 
of CHAMP US M edical-Surgical Ca re cenefits in F lorida. 
Previously, the Florida M edical Associa tion had been the 
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contracting agent with Blue Shield as fiscal administrator. 
Payment for hospital care under the CHAMPUS program is 
administered in Florida by a commercial insurance com-
pany. 
Federal Employees H ealth Benefits Program: After being 
under consideration for many years, and after undergoing 
extensive revisions in virtually each session, the 86th Con-
gress passed the Federal Employees H ealth Benefits Act, to 
become effective on July 1, 1960. This is a carrier under-
written program providing basic and supplemental health 
ca re benefits to eligible Federal civil service employees, with 
the government sharing in the premium cost in an amount 
set by law. It is a comprehensive employer-employee funded 
program similar to tha t frequently found among nongovern-
mental groups. 
Each eligible Federal employee may elect to enroll in a 
gove;-nmentwide Service Benefit Plan administered by Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield, in a governmentwide Indemnity 
Benefi t P lan ndministered by a commercial insurance com-
pany, or in one of numerous limited enrollment Plans ad-
1 A '.'communit y" as used by Blue Sh ield Plans m eans a geographic, 
pol,t,cal or economic a rea in w hich the residents of t hat area a re offered 
ind iv idual coverage at uniform rat es. Actuarial det e rmin ation of rates and 
benefits is based on spreading the r isk th roughout the enti re community . 
1 Franchise Group: A group in whic h coverage is essentially individual and 
contracts are issued t o each enrolled person. The carrier selects the in-
d ividua l risk by some modification of ind ividual underwriting rules, recog· 
n 12ing t hat a number of like contracts are being written simultaneously 
on persons having som e t y pe of group relat ionship which reduces in-
dividual selection. 
True Group: A g roup in w hich a m ast er cont ract is issued t o t he employer 
(corporation, proprietorship, or partnership) covering regular, full-time em-
ployees. In l ieu of ind ivid ual contract s each subscriber receives detailed 
information in a benefits brochure. 
Under merit rating, each g roup is ra t ed annually by a formula w hich takes 
into considerat ion several factors in add ition to claims experience. 
ministered by a specific group or organization for which he 
may be eligible. Regardless of the Plan selected, each em-
ployee has the privilege of enrolling in either high or low 
option coverage.1 
Payment of health care benefits under the service benefit 
principle or indemnity principle is the distinguishing differ-
ence between the two governmentwide plans. The nation-
ally uniform benefits provided are similar and essentially 
equal in degree of coverage but obviously are not identical 
in the two plans. Regardless of plan, Federal employees 
enjoy a comprehensiveness of coverage unequalled in any 
other group. Nationally, the Service Benefit Plan constitutes 
the largest Blue Shield and Blue Cross group in existence, 
and includes over 55 percent of eligible government enrolled 
employees. In Florida, there are 39,675 employees enrolled 
in Blue Cross and Blue Shield, representing some 132,209 
subscribers. 
The Federal Employees Health Benefits Program in-
troduced a new, and successful, joint Blue Cross and Blue 
Shield coverage on a uniform national scale, underwritten 
and administered by the individual Plans. It is coordinated 
nationally with the Federal government ( Civil Service 
Commission) through a central office in Washington, D. C., 
operated under the sponsorship of the Blue Cross Associa-
tion and the National Association of Blue Shield Plans. 
In Florida, Blue Shield allowances under the high option 
Service Benefit Plan have been considerably higher than 
other schedules. The program was based on the "A" Contract 
benefits and the Relative Value structure. Originally, full 
service benefits under high option enrollment was based 
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on an upper income level of $4,000 per year for one person, 
$6,000 for a family. Low option allowances are identical to 
those of the Type "K" contract with $3,000 and $4,000 in-
come limits. 1 
Extended Benefits: In response to a need and a demand 
for a supplemental coverage to provide additional coverage 
for catastrophic and long-term care, Florida Blue Shield, in 
conjunction with Florida Blue Cross, made available to 
groups in January, 1960, two programs through which they 
could supplement their basic benefits. Extended Benefits, 
as the name implies, primarily extends specified existing 
basic benefits beyond the terms of the basic contract. It is a 
relatively inexpensive program for providing payment for 
moderate additional benefits after basic benefits have been 
used up. It is provided by an endorsement to the basic 
Blue Shield contract. 
Master Medical: Also an endorsement to the basic contracts, 
Master Medical provides supplemental benefits to the basic 
coverage which may be an extension of basic benefits or 
additional coverage not included in the basic contract. Bene-
fits are payable for covered services on a coinsurance basis 
of 80-20 percent, or 75-25 percent, after a "corridor" deducti-
ble in an amount determined by the group agreement. 
1 The Federal Employees Health Benef its Act of 1959 made no provision 
for employees who retired p rior to July 1, 1960. This was corrected during 
the next session of the Congress with a special Act which provides that 
such civil service retirees could receive health ca re benefits through a 
government sponsored Uniform Plan administered by a commercial in-
surance com pany, or through an approved private insu rance program. 
Under either option the government contributes the same amount , as 
fixed by law, toward the premium cost. 
In Florida, a high percentage of t hese retirees already en rolled in Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield elected to retain their private coverage. Obviously, 
this program must necessarily eventually phase itself out. 
Originally offered as separate Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
endorsements, it is now a joint endorsement. 
College Student Program: In 1962, Florida Blue Shield, in 
conjunction with Florida Blue Cross, offered for the first 
time a broad coverage, low cost health benefits program for 
students enrolled full time in an accredited college or uni-
versity. It is available to eligible students who are already 
Blue Shield and Blue Cross subscribers regardless of age or 
health condition. Nonmember students are required to pro-
vide limited health information indicating insurability. As 
with other Blue Shield contracts, students enrolled in this 
program may convert to other standard Blue Shield cover-
age without proof of insurability upon leaving college. 
Payment for the covered services of physicians are pro-
vided by a Type "K" contract with special student require-
ments and limitations. It is available only in conjunction 
with the Blue Cross student "preferred" contract. Originally 
offered as a one person coverage only, family coverage was 
added in August, 1964, at the rates of $2.00 every two months 
for one person, $6.38 for a family, for the Blue Shield 
portion of the combined coverage. 
Senior Citizen Program: In keeping with Blue Shield princi-
ples and tradition, Florida subscribers have always been able 
to retain coverage indefinitely regardless of age, health con-
dition or work status. Thus, prior to Medicare, older mem-
bers of a Blue Shield Plan could voluntarily continue their 
protection at the same rate as other subscribers covered un-
der the same type of contract. Nonmember residents of 
Florida, age 65 or over, could apply for nongroup enrollment 
beginning in 1959. Medical underwriting requirements, how-
ever, made it difficult for many older applicants to qualify. 
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Knowing that there was a sizable number of older 
Floridians who found it impossible to obtain protection 
against the expenses of illness or injury, Florida Blue Shield 
joined with Florida Blue Cross in offering a special Senior 
Citizen Program beginning December 1, 1962. This was a 
one-time offer without medical underwriting to Florida 
citizens age 65 or over with high or low benefit options. The 
rates were reasonably moderate for this classification of 
subscriber but necessarily higher than for older subscribers 
on standard contracts. Some 2,067 older residents of the 
state took advantage of this opportunity. 
An added feature peculiar to this program was the in-
clusion of a net worth provision in addition to annual in-
come in determining a senior citizen subscriber's eligibility 
for service benefits. The limits for one person were $2,500 
annual income plus a net worth of $25,000, exclusive of a 
homestead. For a family these limits were $4,000 income and 
$40,000 net worth. 
On July 1, 1966, this special senior citizen program was 
replaced by the joint Blue Cross and Blue Shield Comple-
mentary Coverage designed to supplement Medicare. Along 
with most other subscribers age 65 or over, those enrolled 
in the Senior Citizen Program and eligible for Medicare 
were automatically transferred to Complementary Coverage 
on that date. A few older subscribers in all categories pre-
ferred not to participate in Medicare Part B (medical in-
1 In 1963, high option income levels were increased to $5,000 for one 
person, $7,500 for a family, with the same schedule of allowances. On 
September 1, 1969, physicians' usual and customary charges replaced 
scheduled allowances and income limitations for high option subsc ribers. 
At this time usual and customary charges were applied to CHAMPUS and 
Blue Shield Master Medical Endorsements benefits, having been in effect 
for some time in several large national accounts. 
surance) which is elective and for which they must pay a 
portion of the premium. At their request, such subscribers 
were permitted to retain their Blue Shield contract in lieu 
of Complementary Coverage (not applicable to Blue Cross) . 
This same option is open to Blue Shield subscribers reaching 
age 65 and electing not to enroll in Medicare Part B. 
Other Activities 
Honorary Member: On May 4, 1959, H . Plant Osborne of 
Jacksonville, continuous legal counsel for the Plan from a 
period prior to its activation, drafter of the Enabling Act 
along with the Plan 's charter and by-laws, and long-time 
member of the Board of Directors, was voted an honorary 
member of the Board for life. 
Rate and Utilization Study: In the face of steadily increas-
ing utilization with its adverse effect on Blue Shield rates, 
in 1962 a joint committee from Florida Blue Shield, Florida 
Blue Cross, Florida Medical Association and Florida Hos-
pital Association began an intensive study of this critical 
problem. 
Close of a Distinguished Administration 
In 1963, citing the tradition established by first president 
Leigh F. Robinson, M.D., of serving a maximum of eight 
years as president of Florida Blue Shield, Dr. Carson an-
nounced at the annual meeting of active members his 
decision to relinquish this responsibility. 
In his farewell address May, 1963, D r. Carson urged the 
members to demonstrate their confidence in the Board of 
Directors by dictating principles and guildelines for the 
Board to follow, leaving the details to the Board and ad-
ministrative staff, and to authorize the development of a 
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variety of contracts and riders with a wide range of coverage. 
In looking to the future of Blue Shield, D r. Carson re-
minded its members of the challenges they faced: 
"Today Blue Shield faces the greatest challenges in its 
experience. Some of these challenges are: 
A tightening economy with less reserve and capital to 
continue private enterprise; 
A frightening change of philosophy of our government 
toward disregard for fiscal soundness and toward un-
bridled spending; 
Growth of industry into the hands of a few from the 
hands of many; 
Competition from within the insurance field which, if not 
met and overcome, can produce a strangling defeat. We 
must not sacrifice our sound basic principles but we .must 
meet the competition with a better product than he can 
produce. This we can do if we will, because the product-
good health care- is in our hands, and only we can pro-
vide it a t a reasonable but fair rate of compensation; 
We are challenged by a new generation of physicians 
who have new economic problems to face and we must be 
prepared to do for them what Blue Shield did for us in the 
past; and 
We have the challenge of not only keeping up to date but 
leading the field of prepaid health care if we are to 
maintain our strength of acceptance by the public we serve. 
" It is my feeling that Blue Shield has reached a point 
where a change in our provision of health care security 
has been reached. We must lead the way toward making 
the best of health care obtainable within the reach of 
every person but with the preservation of our American 
way of freedom and self respect." 
\T rl1Jl~ \XSJrl1 J()~ 
rl1he Stc,,ra1·d r\dn1i11ist1·ation 1963-1967 
On reviewing the activities and develop- converted to the 1962 Florida Medical 
ments of his administration some two years Association relative value scale; and, also 
after its termination, W. Dean Steward, based on the FMA relative value scale, a 
M .D., Orlando, described this era of Florida new Type "V" contract to replace the 
Blue Shield history as " ... not only a Type "J" and a new Type "T" to replace 
critical period but the beginning of a period the nongroup Type "F" contract were 
of rather marked transition in Blue Shield developed. 
activities and services." The new T ype "V" contract was identi-
Death of Past Presidents cal to the old "J " contract with the excep-
The first year of the Steward administration tion of the allowances for covered phy-
was saddened by the loss of two past presi- sician services being based on relative 
dents. Leigh F. Robinson, M.D., Fort Lau- values. The new "T" contract was identi-
derdale, father of medical prepayment in cal to the " K" contract, and offered at the 
Florida and the Plan's first president, died W DEAN STEWARD M D same rate, except for its restricted use to 
on October 26, 1963. Its second president, · ' · · nongroup enrollment and the inclusion of 
David R. Murphey, Jr., M .D., Tampa, died on May 16, 1964. special nongroup limitations and exclusions such as the 
Expansion in Subscriber Protection exclusion of preexisting conditions. 
A general expansion of all phases of activity in Florida Blue Cost Control Features 
Shield, already underway, continued with the change in As the cost of providing necessary medical care continued 
administration. Improved benefits were offered which in- steadily upward, so did the cost of providing contract bene-
cluded: fits. In order to attempt to contain the rate of increase for 
Riders available to groups for additional coverage for claims costs and to reduce the frequency and amounts of 
pathology, x-ray and medical services; increases in subscription rates, to the exten t possible, the 
Service income limits for the high option Federal Em- application of controls to hold utilization to necessary care 
ployee Program increased from $4,000 per year for a one became essential. The extensive educational program di-
person contract and $6,000 for a family to $5,000 and rected to employers, subscribers and physicians carried on 
$7,500 respectively; over the years was now intensified. Increased interest in 
Type "A" and Type "K" contract schedule of allowances utilization of hospital and medical services by the medical 
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staffs of hospitals and other physicians indicated an awaken-
ing understanding of the adverse effect of the overuse and 
misuse of medical care benefits on the cost of this protection 
to their patients. Merit rating for groups of over 100 mem-
bers, already in effect on a voluntary basis, was made man-
datory for groups of over 50 members. 
Antiduplication: One of the most effective innovations in-
troduced to help reduce unwise and improper utilization of 
health care benefits was the voluntary inclusion by groups 
of an antiduplication (also called nonduplication) provision 
in their contracts. This measure, which reduces the possibili-
ty of a few members of a group making a profit out of an 
illness or injury by collecting benefits from two or more 
insurance programs at the expense of other members of the 
group, tends to discourage overutilization and misutilization 
and thereby to hold down the group's claim costs with a 
favorable effect on rates. The group may elect to have an 
antiduplication provision apply to all other health insurance 
coverage or only that obtained through group enrollment. 
The application of antiduplication, that is, taking into con-
sideration benefits payable by other insurance programs 
when processing claims, is known as coordination of benefits. 
Subrogation: Concurrently with the adoption of cost con-
trol through antiduplication was the introduction of a sub-
rogation provision in group contracts. Application of this 
provision enables Blue Shield to recover benefits paid on 
behalf of a subscriber when a third party has been deter-
mined to be liable. Antiduplication and subrogation are 
offered jointly under one rider to a group contract. 
New Nongovernment Activities 
Cost-Plus Programs: In May, 1964, individually designed 
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health care programs on a cost-plus basis went into effect 
for the retirement centers, Mease Manor of Dunedin and 
Wesley Manor of Jacksonville. These were experimental 
ventures and carefully followed in the early stages. 
Florida Combined Insurance Agency: February, 1965, was 
the activation date for the Florida Combined Insurance 
Agency, a separate corporation for profit established and 
wholly owned by Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue 
Cross. Its function is to make available to groups a "pack-
age" of protection through a combination of life and dis-
ability insurance along with Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
coverage. Executives of the administrative staffs of the 
two Plans serve as officers of the agency. 
Usual and Customary Charges: In 1965 a liberalization of 
policy permitted acceptance of a physician's usual and cus-
tomary charge for a covered service in administering special 
national accounts such as the Schlitz Brewing Company, 
members of the "motors" group (automobile manufacturing) 
and steel workers. At this time, pending accumulation of 
more detailed and credible information of physician charges 
through different areas of the state, the reasonability of a 
physician's fee was based on a comparison with the maxi-
mum allowance for the procedure under the Federal Em-
ployee Program high option schedule of allowances.1 
Government Sponsored Programs 
M edicare Part B: No other single incident had the re-
sounding impact on Florida Blue Shield as being selected 
1 In September, 1969, usual and customary charges for phys ician services 
became applicable to the high option Federal Employee Program Service 
Benefit Plan in Florida. 
by the Social Security Administration, on the recommenda-
tion of the Florida Medical Association, as the carrier to 
administer the medical insurance portion of Public Law 
89-97 (Medicare) for social security beneficiaries receiving 
medical care in Florida. 1 Concurrently, Florida Blue Cross 
was selected by most Florida hospitals and many extended 
care facilities participating in Medicare as the intermediary 
in Florida for Medicare Part A, the hospital insurance 
portion of the program. 
The combination of administering both parts of Medicare 
set off an explosive expansion that required the addition of 
hundreds of new personnel and the acquisition of additional 
space outside the home office complex to house them. The 
"tooling up" process became number one priority and the 
activity became frenzied. The large number of new per-
sonnel had to be located, hired and trained in a short period 
of time. Existing equipment was sadly inadequate and com-
puter capacity insufficient to handle the greatly increased 
work load. There was a mad scramble to "beef up" com-
munication facilities, particularly in the telecommunications 
area, without which handling the heavy volume would be 
impossible. 
In spite of the magnitude of the Medicare Part B program 
and the time necessary to get ready to handle it, it was not 
until late February, 1966, that Florida Blue Shield was 
advised by the Social Security Administration that they had 
been selected to be the carrier in Florida for a mammoth 
program scheduled to begin on July 1, 1966. Somehow, the 
administration of Medicare B began on schedule, but not 
without hitches, near breakdowns and times when it was 
doubtful if efficient and effective operation could be possible. 
In spite of uninformed beneficiaries, disgruntled physicians, 
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technical and personnel difficulties, and almost daily changes 
in government regulation, Medicare B in Florida was 
operating smoothly in just a little over one year with one 
of the best records in the nation. 
GRAMPUS: During 1966, the Civilian Health and Medical 
Program of the Uniformed Services was revised by Con-
gressional action to include retired military personnel and 
their dependents, in addition to the dependents of service-
men on active duty. At this time, by mutual agreement with 
the Florida Medical Association, Florida Blue Shield became 
the direct contracting agent with the Federal government. 
Previously, the Florida Medical Association had been the 
contracting agent with Florida Blue Shield serving solely 
as the fiscal administrator for payment of claims for medical 
services under the program. 1 
VISTA: Beginning in January, 1966, the Federal govern-
ment activated a comprehensive health care program for 
Volunteers in Service to America, designated as VISTA. 
VISTA volunteers are a type of domestic peace corps with 
a primary duty of instructors in the Job Corps. In effect, 
VISTA is a miniature Federal Employee Health Benefits 
Program, administered and underwritten by local Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Plans, coordinated through a central 
Washington office. Payments for physician services are the 
usual and customary charges of the phyisician rendering 
the service. In the beginning, the Federal Employee Pro-
1 The Medicare law includes benefits for age 65 and over beneficiaries of 
the Railroad Retirement Act in addition to social security beneficiaries. 
Part B benefits for eligible railroad retirees is administered nationally, 
including Florida, by a commercal insurance company. 
1 In Florida, hospital care benefits under the CHAMPUS program are 
administered by a commercial insurance company. 
gram schedule of allowances was used as a guideline in 
determining the reasonableness of a physician's charge, the 
low option schedule (Type "K" Blue Shield) cons!dered 
as normal and the high option schedule as the maximum. 
Other guidelines had been developed by the time the sched-
ule of allowances for the high option Federal Employee 
Program benefits had been replaced with usual and cus-
tomary c;harges for physician services. 
Complementary Coverage 
With the beginning of the government sponsored Medicare 
program on July 1, 1966, it became necessary to adjust exist-
ing Blue Shield contracts for direct and group subscribers 
age 65 and over to avoid duplication of Medicare benefits. 
In the knowledge that most of these older citizens would be 
eligible for Medicare Part A hospital insurance for which 
they pay no premium, and that many would enroll in the 
Medicare Part B medical insurance portion, a joint Blue 
Cross and Blue Shield Complementary Coverage contract 
was developed to supplement Medicare benefits. 
Also recognizing that some Blue Shield subscribers might 
prefer not to enroll in Medicare B, for which they must 
share a portion of the premium, subscribers were given the 
option of retaining their Blue Shield coverage in lieu of 
Complementary Coverage, provided they elected not to 
enroll in Medicare B (This option does not apply to Blue 
Cross.) 
On July 1, 1966, all age 65 or over subscribers eligible for 
Medicare were automatically converted to Complementary 
Coverage unless they elected to retain Blue Shield cover_age, 
or decided to discontinue all Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
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As subscribers reach age 65 they are extended these same 
options. 
Eligible Blue Shield subscribers converting to Complemen-
tary Coverage plus new enrollees produced an original en-
rollment of over 107 000 in this new program. It was opened 
again to nonsubscribers in the latter part of 1967 and again 
in early 1969, with a substantial increase in enrollment each 
time. Florida elder citizens who are members of any Blue 
Shield Plan may enroll in Complementary Coverage, when 
eligible, regardless of age, health condition or work status. 
Nonmembers, however, are required to furnish limited 
health information on which the acceptability of the ap-
plicant is determined. 
Primarily, Complementary Coverage provides benefits for 
hospital care and other specified services to the extent that 
they are not covered by Medicare hospital insurance (Part 
A). Also, it provides payment for physician services and 
other specified benefits to the extent not covered by Medi-
care medical insurance (Part B), up to a lifetime maximum 
of $5,000 and subject to an annual $50 deductible. 
Up to 1970, it was possible to increase Complei:nentary 
Coverage benefits periodically to absorb the steady mcrease 
in Medicare costs which beneficiaries are required to pay -
deductibles, coinsurance and premiums - without any in-
crease in Complementary Coverage rates. In fact, the rate 
for Complementary Coverage was decreased from the origi-
nal $5.50 per person per month to $4.50 on April 1, 1968. 
This reduction was concurrent with an increase by the 
Federal government of the beneficiary's portion of the Part 
B premium charges from $3.00 to $4.00 per person per 
month. In addition to the benefit increases in Complemen-
tary Coverage, the annual deductible was reduced from $100 
to $50, and the portion paid by the Plans increased from 80 
to 100 percent. 
The Inevitable Rate Increase: Although delayed as long 
as possible, the combination of increased utilization, a steady 
increase in the cost of providing hospital and medical care 
and benefit changes in Medicare by the government made an 
increase in Complementary Coverage rates necessary in 
order to assure adequate funds to pay claims for benefits. 
On March 1, 1970, the Complementary Coverage rate was 
increased from $4.50 to $6.50 per person per month.1 
Welfare Pilot Program: In late 1966, the Board of Directors 
approved participation in the Hillsborough County Demon-
stration Grant Project. This involved payment by Florida 
Blue Shield on a cost basis of the Medicare Part B co-
insurance and deductible for some 6,200 senior welfare re-
cipients in Hillsborough County. Blue Shield agreed to 
administer the experimental project for a period of not less 
than six months. 
Other Significant Events 
1963 Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue Cross initiated 
the joint underwriting of the Master Medical En-
dorsement. This contract now became a single docu-
ment. Previously, each Plan had its own separate 
endorsement with individual underwriting. 
1964 Past President, Russell B. Carson, M.D., was elected 
chairman of the Board of Directors of the. National 
Association of Blue Shield Plans. 
Considerable consternation was caused in Blue Shield 
Plans throughout the country when the American 
Medical Association cancelled its Blue Cross hospital 
care employee group program. Florida Blue Shield 
protested this action through the Florida Medical 
Association. 
1965 In a nationwide Blue Shield test performance sur-
vey, Florida Blue Shield was shown to pay an average 
of 64 percent of all charges billed for physician ser-
vices, four percent higher than the national average. 
At the same time, 91 percent of the cha rges for 
covered physician services under the high option 
Federal Employee Program were paid in full. 
In compliance with a Medicare requirement, the poli-
cy was established of separate billings for the profes-
sional and technical phases of x-ray and pathology 
services rendered by hospital based physicians. 
The Board of Directors authorized a study of the 
prevailing fee concept, necessary to provide informa-
tion for the determination of usual and customary 
charges by physicians. 
A charter amendment provided that pa rticipa ting 
physicians who are the most recently elected dele-
gates (or alternates) to the Florida Medical Associa-
tion House of Delegates, whether or not they have 
been seated, are to be active members of the Plan. 
This change enables the P lan to know prior to its 
annual meeting who its physician active members 
1 A subsequent increase in Complementary Coverage rates to $7.10 per 
person per month occurred January 1, 1971. This was done p rima ri ly to 
cover the add it ional cost of absorb ing the h ig h er deductible and coin-
surance payments required by the government of Medicare benefic iaries 
beginning January 1, 1971. 
are and permit a meeting of the active members 
prior to the seating of FMA delegates, if desired. 
1966 COMAH, the joint legislative watchdog committee 
of Florida Blue Cross, Florida Blue Shield, "'Florida 
Hospital Association and Florida Medical Associa-
tion, which had been active since 1948, was discon-
tinued in favor of each organization maintaining its 
own legislative activity during subsequent sessions 
of the legislature. Blue Shield joined then with Blue 
Cross in legislative contact work by their House 
Counsel, supported by legal assistance from a Talla-
hassee law firm. 
Faced with a dire shortage of physical space and 
with personnel scattered in numerous locations in 
the city of Jacksonville, Florida Blue Cross an-
nounced an immediate expansion of its physical 
plant. This was to be an addition of eight stories to 
the existing two stories of the rear section of the 
home office building. 
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W. Joe Stansell, Manager of the Physician Relations 
Department was selected by the Board of Directors 
to fill the newly created executive staff position of 
Assistant to the Executive Director of Blue Shield. 
George S. Lewis, a Physician Relations field repre-
sentative, replaced Stansell as manager of the de-
partment. Mr. Stansell was appointed Senior Vice 
President for Blue Shield and Blue Cross June 1, 
1970. 
Close of a Transitory Period 
Although occupying the office of the Presidency but four 
years, Dr. Steward declined to be reconsidered for the post 
and stepped down from the office in May, 1967. In reference 
to this decision, Dr. Steward later explained: " though I 
served until 1968, I did not feel that I could continue as 
president of Blue Shield at the same time I was president 
of the Florida Medical Association." In 1968, Dr. Steward 
was made lifetime honorary member of the Board of Di-
rectors. 
\-ri l~Xl~L~Sl()N 
rrhe (.)11ill ian £\dministI·ation 1967-
Widening Areas of Activity 
Warren W. Quillian, M .D., Coral Gables, 
began his presidency in the midst of an 
explosive expansion and a vast new area 
of activity. In early 1966, approximately a 
year before his taking office an unprece-
dented expansion had begun in physical 
plant facilities, data processing and tele-
communications capability, and in person-
nel ranging from clerks to highly specialized 
technicians. 
retain a fter trnining. Although the eight-
story addition to the J acksonville home 
office building, dedicated April 27, 1968, 
produced a building complex with approxi-
ma tely 138,000 squa re feet of usable space, 
over 700 employees had to be loca ted in four 
widely sepa rated buildings outside the ma in 
office a rea. 
The rapidly changing situation and its 
inherent problems are summarized in Dr. 
Quillian's observations that, 
"The government's new partnership with WARREN W. QUILLIAN, M.D. 
In anticipa tion of continued need for ad-
ditional space and personnel. Florida Blue 
Cross, with Florida Blue Shield concur-
rence, announced that fu rther building ex-
pansion would, by 1972, increase the squa re 
feet of usable office space by approximately 
three times and provide for a n ultima te 50 
medicine speeded up some trends that were already well 
advanced - among them the doctor's growing dependence 
on third party payments and the widening gulf between 
subspecialty practice and family practice and the growth 
of hospital centered practice. We (Florida Blue Shield) 
were so occupied a t tha t time with the problems of the 
present and the frequent changes in the Plan itself - as 
modified by Health , Education and Welfare, for whom we 
were serving as administrators - that there was little 
time to think constructively of the future." 
At the time Dr. Quillian took office, the number of Plan 
personnel had more than tripled with the need still unmet. 
Properly qualified personnel were difficult to recruit and to 
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percent increase in personnel over the nearly 2,000 then 
employed. 
In reviewing the ra pid expansion coincident with the 
implementa tion of the M edicare program, it is essential to 
keep in mind that , as one of the na tion's la rgest Plans, the 
pace of Florida Blue Shield's regular underwritten business 
was also accelerating. Actually, the need for additional 
office space and increased personnel had been continuous 
throughout the history of the Plan and had become acute 
prior to Medicare. The advent of the fi sca l administration 
of mammoth new government programs, however, accentu-
ated the need and made immedia te corrective action im-
perative. 
In his president's message of May, 1969, Dr. Quillian 
advised the active members: 
"Measurements of the growth of Blue Shield in Florida 
during the past twelve months is reflected in the increas-
ing number of our citizens who are protected; and in the 
amount of money paid to providers of care. Our member-
ship enrollment is now well past the million mark. The 
consequent increased volume of claims has necessitated 
more personnel, improved electronic data processing 
equipment, and larger facilities for the rapid and efficient 
accomplishment of our tasks." 
The volume of Plan business, government and nongovern-
ment is evident in these excerpts from the financial state-
ment for the year ending December 31, 1968: 
Paid to participating physicians on 
Blue Shield Claims $18,104,782 
Amount of claims paid for services rendered 
by Florida physicians and for care re-
ceived by subscribers traveling other states 20,240,154 
Total Subscription income 24,389,746 
Portion of subscription income for operation 13.95% 
Medicare B : For handling 1,696,396 claims, 
paid out 87,108,587 
CHAMPUS: For handling 52,000 claims, 
paid out 4,151,609 
Impact of Medicare 
It was anticipated that implementation of Medicare would 
produce a spate of problems not previously encountered by 
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virtue of its newness, its bigness and government involve-
ment. Numerous policies and procedures had to be changed 
to comply with government regulations and restrictions. 
Cost accounting systems had to be revised and expanded. 
As expected, regulations and procedures were changed fre-
quently by the Social Security Administration during the 
early stages, often drastically and without advance notice. 
It was not unusual for different government interpretations 
to be placed on existing policies and procedures. Although 
beset by inexperience on the part of both the Plan and the 
government, confused and uninformed beneficiaries, the 
disinclina tion of many doctors to accept assignments and 
submit claims for their patients, and shortages and in-
experience in personnel, along with inadequate space and 
equipment, nevertheless, the program smoothed into a re-
markably efficient organization in a surprisingly short 
time. In May, 1969, H. A. Schroder, Executive Vice Presi-
dent reported to the active members: 
"While Medicare Part B claims handling was still giving 
us concern in 1968, we proudly report that, within the 
twelve month period, we brought our efficiency in this 
area up to such an extent that the Social Security Ad-
ministration cited the Florida Blue Shield Plan as having 
one of the shortest claims processing times of any fiscal 
intermediary in the nation. It is now running an average 
of slightly over two weeks." 
Medicare Changes: As expected, there were numerous 
changes in the early days of Medicare Part B. In addition 
to procedure and policy changes by the Social Security Ad-
ministration, there were those by Congressional action which 
became effective in early 1968. Beginning on J anuary 1, 
1968, receipted doctor bills were no longer required to sub-
stantiate a claim submitted by a beneficiary. Either an 
itemized bill or the necessary information filled in by the 
doctor on the claim form was adequate for processing and 
payment. Also on January 1, 1968, podiatrists were recog-
nized as physicians eligible to receive reimbursement for 
covered services within the scope of their license to eligible 
beneficiaries. Inpatient diagnostic x-rays and pathology 
services were covered in full beginning on April 1, 1968. 
Underwritten Contract and Coverage Improvements 
Outpatient Services: Beginning in July, 1968, all basic 
Blue Shield contracts were amended to cover diagnostic 
x-rays in connection with minor surgery in the outpatient 
department of a hospital, and anesthesia and pathology in 
the outpatient department of a hospital in connection with 
minor surgery or obstetrics. 
Complementary Coverage: Through 1969, the loss ratio for 
Complementary Coverage contracts was sufficiently favor-
able to warrant covering increases by the government in 
those portions of Medicare A and B required to be met by 
the beneficiary, even to the extent of lowering the Comple-
mentary Coverage rate by $1.00 per person per month to 
cover that amount of increase in the Medicare B premium 
rate begining April 1, 1968. Obviously, in the face of con-
tinued increases in beneficiary charges and higher utiliza-
tion by Complementary Coverage subscribers, it was im-
possible to hold the line on rates indefinitely. Consequently, 
it became necessary to increase the Complementary Cover-
age rate from $4.50 per person per month to $6.50 beginning 
March 1, 1970,- and again, on J anuary 1, 1971, to $7.10 per 
person per month. 
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Master Medical: The joint Blue Cross and Blue Shield 
Master Medical Endorsement to a basic group contract was 
improved in 1969 by: 
Changing the benefit period to a calendar year basis; 
Making the maximum deductible to a family no more than 
two for each calendar year; 
Eliminating the yearly maximum on benefits, up to the 
lifetime maximum; eliminating the time limitation of two 
years for eligibility to claim benefits; 
Permitting year-end carry-over of expenses used to satisfy 
the deductible applied to the deductible for the following 
year also; and automatic restoration of $1,000 in benefits 
at the end of the year. 
Prescription Drug Program: The inclusion of coverage for 
prescription drugs for use outside a hospital had been a 
subject of recurring, and sometimes controversial, discussion 
from the beginning of prepaid health care programs in 
Florida. It was not until late 1969, however, that what is 
known as the Prepaid Prescription Program for groups was 
activated jointly by Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield, 
following over two years of intensive study and development. 
This program is available to groups of fifty or more and 
includes coverage of legend drugs (medication, which by 
Federal law may not be dispensed without a prescription) 
for use outside a hospital; compounded prescriptions which 
contain at least one legend drug in a therapeutically effec-
tive quantity; and insulin. Specifically excluded are: drugs 
not requiring a prescription; devices of any type whether or 
not they require a prescription (hypodermic syringes, 
needles, diaphragms, etc.); and contraceptive drugs, unless 
elected as additional coverage by a group. 
Blue Cross and Blue Shield subscribers eligible for out-
of-hospital prescription drug coverage may obtain benefits 
by purchasing such covered drugs from a participating 
pharmacy. Payment is based on the net acquisition cost of 
the drug plus a per prescription service fee to the pharma-
cist. A group has the option to select the program with or 
without a deductible, with appropriate variances in rate. 
Other Activities 
Enrollment: In June, 1968, direct payment enrollment was 
opened for a limited period to Florida residents under age 
65 who were not already enrolled in some Blue Cross or 
Blue Shield Plan and who were not eligible for group en-
rollment. Applicants were required to submit abridged 
health information and moderate medical underwriting was 
observed. This offering resulted in over 5,000 new contracts 
representing some 12,500 new members. 
During the first three months of 1969, coinciding with 
the open enrollment period by the Social Security Adminis-
tration for Medicare Part B, Complementary Coverage was 
offered to eligible nonsubscribers on the same basis as for 
nonmember Florida residents reaching age 65. 
Claims Committee Expansion: With the application of 
usual and customary charges as the basis for determining 
benefits payable for the service of physicians under Medi-
care, CHAMPUS, national accounts, and effective Septem-
ber 1, 1969, for the Federal Employee Program and the 
Master Medical Endorsement. it became advisable to ex-
pand the Claims Committee to include representatives from 
areas of the state other than Jacksonville. 1 
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Relationship with Florida Blue Cross: From the oeginning 
of Blue Shield in Florida in 1946, relationships between 
Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue Cross had been gen-
erally cordial, cooperative and productive. Although tem-
porary joint committees had worked together on special 
projects, it was not until 1967 that the first joint information 
meeting for the Boards was held. The significance of this 
step was emphasized by President Quillian in his message 
to the active members in May, 1968, when he said: 
"Believing that, with our mutual purposes and related 
activities, there should be a closer liaison between Florida 
Blue Shield and Blue Cross, we arranged a Joint Informa-
tion Meeting of two days in July, 1967, at which members 
of both corporations participated and exchanged ideas. 
This occasion was so successful in the development of 
better understanding, that subsequent joint meetings have 
been held by their Executive Committees, in considera-
tion of claims and of new benefits and new contracts." 
These joint information meetings have been continued 
and the policy of joint meetings has been extended to other 
standing committees, such as the New Contracts Commit-
tee, where joint effort and coordination are essential. 
Administrative Reorganization: In July, 1968, the titles of 
officers and members of the administrative staff were 
changed with the presidency being retained by a non-
salaried participating physician. Other top officers include 
1 The Florida Medical Association had originally concluded that the entire 
state of Florida should be considered as the one and only area in the 
determination and application of usual and customary charges. The Social 
Se'?urity A~ministration, however, and the U. S. Department of the Army 
which admon,sters CHAMPUS for the government, were equally insistent 
that the state be divided into several areas. The government's viewpoint 
prevailed. 
J . W. Herbert W. J. Stansell J . D. Lewis 
Executive Vice President Senior Vice President Vice President - Physician Affairs 
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an executive vice president, senior vice president and vice 
president, physician affairs. 1 
Honorary Board Members: Two Orlando members of the 
Board of Directors of long standing were made honorary 
members of the Board for life; C. Dewitt Miller on January 
20, 1968, and past president W. Dean Steward, M.D., on 
April 27, 1968. 
Loss of Tax Exemption: The 1969 State Legislature ap-
proved the removal of an exemption of ad valorem taxes on 
real property of Florida Blue Cross and Blue Shield. 
Blue Shield Film: As a means of presenting information on 
Florida Blue Shield to the medical profession and other 
interested parties, a motion picture film entitled "The 
$52,000 Hour" was premiered at the Plan's annual meeting 
on May 15, 1969. 
Administrative Expansion 
Utilization Review: Proper utilization of benefits has al-
ways been a primary concern of Florida Blue Shield. Claims 
have always been reviewed from an internal standpoint and 
by statistical studies, with professional services reviewed 
by a claims committee comprised of practicing physicians. 
A steadily increasing volume, however, necessitated a more 
specialized approach. 
With this in mind, a Utilization Review Department was 
established in 1968 to review systematically both Blue 
Shield and Blue Cross claims. The primary function of this 
department is to conserve the health care dollar and to 
fulfill the Plan's obligation to the subscriber to see that each 
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benefit dollar paid out is expended properly. The main 
function of the department is the prevention of overutiliza-
tion and misutilization of Blue Shield and Blue Cross bene-
fits. Review and judgment on seemingly improper utilization 
is made by a physician consultant. 
In addition to the activities relating to Blue Shield or 
Blue Cross utilization, personnel of this department work 
closely with individual physicians, county and state medical 
society committees and with hospital utilization commit-
tees required by the Federal government of hospitals partici-
pating in the Medicare program. 
Long Range Planning: Obviously, a successful Plan such as 
Florida Blue Shield had to result from planning, some of it 
long range but mostly of the immediate variety. In order to 
provide systematic and effective long range planning, a 
Planning Department was added to the administrative 
organization on July 1, 1968. 
Its purpose is to gather information from all divisions of 
Florida Blue Shield and Florida Blue Cross and such other 
sources as available, attempt to anticipate the future needs 
of both Plans and to bring the information and the needs 
into focus by projection. Through long range planning, 
management is in a more favorable position for future ex-
pansion and the avoidance of costly crash programs. 
1 At the time of reorganization officers of Blue Shield of Florida, Inc. W<!re: 
Warren W. Quillian, M.D., president; H. A. Schroder, executive vice presi-
dent; J . W. Herbert, senior vice president; and W. Joe Stansell, vice presi-
dent, physician affairs. 
H. A. Schroder retired on May 31, 1970 and J . W. Herbert succeeded him 
as executive vice presiden_t. W. Joe Stansell became senior vice p resident 
and J. Dan Lewis beca·me vice president, physician affairs. 
> 
-- . . ~ --- - . . . 
Looking to the Future 
As Florida Blue Shield moves into its second quarter 
century, there is every indication of even greater growth, 
expansion and service to the people of Florida than during 
the first twenty-five years. Perhaps Dr. Quillian's statement 
best summarizes expectations for the future of Florida 
Blue Shield: 
"My feeling is that there is no pat answer when one looks 
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to the future. It depends greatly on the support and co-
operative effort of the physicians of the state, upon an 
alert philosophy which is able to meet the challenges of 
the time and adapt our procedures to that philosophy. As 
long as we have the dedicated personnel that have 
operated our organization in the earlier years, I have no 
fears for the future or that the original purpose for which 
the organization was founded will not be fully kept 
that is, the benefit of the public it serves." 
First home of Blue Shield-
the Seminole Hotel Annex in downtown Jacksonville. 
In 1951 operations moved to 532 Riverside Avenue to modern, 
two-story office structures. 
Blue Shield expanded into a two-story facility fronting 
May Street. 
Looking over plans in 1967 for the new eight-story additon to the 
May Street side area, from left, H. A. Schroder, Frank J . Kelly, 
and W. Dean Steward, M.D. 
This present ten-story Blue Shield and Blue Cross building was 
dedicated on April 28, 1968. 
From To 
Annis, Jere W., M.D. Lakeland May 13, 1956 May 10, 1962 
Arnold, W. E. Jacksonville June 20, 1946 May 27, 1952 
*Babers, Henry J., Jr., M.D. Gainesville May 4, 1959 
Bates, Thomas H., M .D. Lake City April 23, 1950 April 27, 1952 
Blake, William C., M.D. Tampa April 10, 1949 May 12, 1958 
Boling, John R., M.D. Tampa June 20, 1946 Honorary Director from 
April 10, 1949 
Borland, James L., M .D . Jacksonville April 27, 1952 April 30, 1955 
*Carson, Russell B. , M.D. Ft. Lauderdale April 25, 1954 Honorary Director 
April 30, 1955 from May 16, 1963 
(President) 1955 -1963 
Chunn, C. Frank, M.D. Tampa April 30, 1955 May 6, 1957 
Cook, James T ., Jr., M.D. Marianna May 25, 1961 May 11, 1967 
Cole, Edward L., Jr., M.D. St. Petersburg May 16, 1963 May 15, 1969 
Coleman, Francis C., M.D. Tampa May 11, 1967 May 7, 1970 
Cordes, Horace F . Coral Gables May 25, 1961 October 26, 1963 
Couey, James H ., Jr. Tampa May 10, 1962 October 26, 1963 
Daugherty, George Orlando June 25, 1947 April 10, 1949 
*Dean, William J ., M.D. St. Petersburg October 26, 1963 
*Donegan, Charles K., M .D. St. Petersburg May 7, 1970 
Duke, R. Renfro, M.D. Tampa July 1, 1948 April 22, 1951 
Dunsford, E. R., Jr., M.D. Jacksonville May 11, 1967 May 7, 1970 
Dye, Dewey A. Bradenton ( Charter Member) 1946 June 20, 1946 
Gaines, Marion Pensacola June 25, 1947 April 22, 1951 
*Current Board Member 
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Harkness, R.B., M.D. Lake City ( Charter Member) 1946 June 20, 1946 
*Harrison, I. Barnett, M.D. Tallahassee May 15, 1969 
*Herbert, J. W. Jacksonville June 1, 1970 
Hollis, William Lakeland May 12, 1958 May 15, 1969 
,) Houk, Dean C. St. Petersburg October 26, 1963 
Hurt, Floyd K., M.D. Jacksonville April 25, 1954 May 16, 1963 
Jack, Ralph W., M.D. Miami May 25, 1961 May 11, 1967 
Jelks, Edward, M.D. Jacksonville June 20, 1946 April 27, 1952 
Jones, Walter C., M.D. Miami ( Charter Member) 1946 April 27, 1952 
Kennedy, Alpheus T., M.D. Pensacola May 10, 1962 April 22, 1965 
King, Raymond, M.D. Jacksonville May 13, 1956 May 4, 1959 
Leffler, Admiral C. D. June 20, 1946 June 25, 1947 
Locke, Spencer Orlando April 10, 1949 May 12, 1958 
McConnell, Whitman C., M.D. St. Petersburg April 29, 1953 May 13, 1956 
McEwan, Duncan, M.D. Orlando ( Charter Member) 1946 April 29, 1953 
,:,McKell, Thomas E., M.D. Tampa May 7, 1970 
Mallory, Meredith, Sr., M.D. Orlando April 29, 1953 May 13, 1956 
Marr, Norval M., M.D. St. Petersburg May 6, 1957 May 16, 1963 
Merritt, Webster, M.D. Jacksonville April 29, 1953 May 13, 1956 
�'Miller, C. DeWitt Orlando June 20, 1946 Honorary Director 
from May 9, 1968 
*Milton, John D., M.D. Miami May 13, 1956 
* Morris, L. Allen Miami May 7, 1970 
Murphey, David R., Jr., M.D. Tampa April 22, 1951 April 30, 1955 
(President) 1954-1955 
*Osborne, H. Plant Jacksonville June 25, 1947 Honorary Director 
from May 4, 1959 
*Current Board Member
*Osborne, H. P., Jr. Jacksonville May 4, 1959 
Palmer, George S., M.D. Tallahassee April 27, 1952 May 7, 1964 
Payne, W. C., M.D. Pensacola ( Charter Member) 1946 April 25, 1954 
Peek, Eugene G., M.D. Ocala ( Charter Member) 1946 April 29, 1953 
Phillips, Kenneth, M.D. Miami April 29, 1953 May 13, 1956 
Pound, J. N., M.D. T allahassee June 20, 1946 April 10, 1949 
*Quillian, Warren W., M.D. Coral Gables May 7, 1964 
President from 1967 
Rash, J . 0 . W., M.D. Miami April 27, 1952 April 6, 1955 
Roberts, William C., M .D. Panama City April 25, 1954 May 16, 1963 
Robinson, Leigh F., M .D. Ft. Lauderdale ( Charter Member) 1946 Honorary Director 
(President) from April 25, 1954 
1946-1954 
Rogers, Hunter B., M.D. Miami April 30, 1955 May 25, 1961 
Rose, Carl G. Ocala May 12, 1958 May 10, 1962 
Rowlett, William M., M.D. Tampa ( Charter Member) 1946 April 29, 1953 
'-'Roy, William V. Orlando May 9, 1968 
* Saarinen, Arthur Ft. Lauderdale April 27, 1952 
*Schroder, H. A. Jacksonville April 30, 1955 Honorary Director 
from May31,1970 
Shaw, William McL., M .D. Jacksonville ( Charter Member) 1946 June 20, 1946 
Sister Loretto Mary Tampa ( Charter Member) 1946 May 12, 1958 
Solomon, E. D., D.D. Jacksonville ( Charter Member) 1946 June 20, 1946 
*Spivey, L. Myrl, M .D. West Palm Beach May 9, 1968 
Stage, John T., M .D. J acksonville April 6, 1955 May 11, 1967 
~, Steward W. Dean, M.D. Orlando May 4, 1959 Honorary Director 
(President) 1963-1967 from May 9, 1968 
*Current Board Member 
Stewart, John S., M.D. Ft. Myers May 25, 1961 May 11, 1967 
,:, Turner, John A. Lakeland May 15, 1969 
*Von Thron, Joseph C., M.D. Cocoa Beach May 11, 1967 
Waas, Frederick J., M.D. Jacksonville ( Charter Member) 1946 April 25, 1954 
*Wachtel, Leo M ., Jr., M.D. Jacksonville May 13, 1956 May 4, 1959 
May 16, 1963 
Walker, Harrison A., M.D. Miami ( Charter Member) 1946 June 20, 1946 
Watson, Herman, M.D. Lakeland ( Charter Member) 1946 July 1, 1948 
Wells, Mrs. Mildred White DeLand ( Charter Member) 1946 June 25, 1947 
'~Wells, W. Dotson, M.D. Ft. Lauderdale May 16, 1963 
Wesson, Leonard Tallahassee April 22, 1951 April 30, 1955 
White, Herbert E ., M.D. St. Augustine ( Charter Member) 1946 April 29, 1953 
White, Millard, M.D. Sarasota May 12, 1958 May 25, 1961 
*Willis, H onorable Ben C. Tallahassee May 13, 1956 
Wolfson, Mitchell Miami October 26, 1963 May 7, 1970 
'''Wood, Michael J . Jacksonville May 7, 1970 
*Wright, Scheffel H., M .D. Miami May 11, 1967 
* Zellner, Robert E., M.D. Orlando April 22, 1965 
*Current Board Member 

\\bat the Bl11e Shield Emblem lleans 
0 
The Shield shape was chosen 
for this emblem because, from 
the beginning of recorded time, 
it has been symbolic of bodily 
protection. 
The knotty staff with the entwined 
serpent, known as the Caduceus, is 
the symbol of Aesculapius, the Greek 
God of Medicine. The two symbols 
together symbolize the prepaid medical 
care of the non-profit BLUE SHIELD PLANS. 
®Registered service mark of the National Association of Blue Shield Plans 
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